MASONRY
THE ULTIMATE

MASTCLIMBER

Built for masons
by masons

REDUCED
RELOCATING TIME
Here is a good way to save time and money with
the FRSM-20K work platform. With the 126’ x 45’
freestanding set-up, only 2 hours are necessary to
move 5 715 ft 2 of workable area from point A to B.
This can be done with few picks under regular jobsite
conditions by using an 8 000 lbs capacity forklift.

NO COMPROMISE
This 126’ X 45’ set-up is ideal for masons as it offers a payload of 150
even distribution of your material, which greatly improves EFFICIENCY
from your access system.
5 000 lbs evenly distributed

10 000 lbs even
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Step 1: remove 30’ masts

SPLITABLE FOR CONVENIENC

The job is over and the next step is to brick a shorter wall. No problem
NO EXTRA PARTS REQUIRED. Your equipment can be easily split int
Once again, there is no problem. Your freestanding bases can be used
systems to secure your installation and provide SAFETY to your worker

Step 2: remove 20’ extensions

•
•
•
•
•

Facilitates glass installation
Reduces labor costs
Improves production schedules
Increases effective handling
Eliminates material breakage
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Step 3: remove the 60’ bridge

THE PERFECT COMPA
Step 4: relocate both FRSM-20K
Step 5: reinstall bridge, extensions and masts

Here is another way to avoid delays. The FRH-4000
and position loads up to 4000 lbs on both sides of m
arm. It allows rapid unloading of delivery trucks and
installed, it takes material and equipment to the righ

SECURING
HIGH LEVELS

lbs per linear foot. This FRSM-20K set-up allows for an
and PRODUCTIVITY, and is exactly what you should expect

nly distributed

5 000 lbs evenly distributed

A 3-point anchoring
system which is quickly
installed at every 30’
for set-ups over 45’.
Bricklayers can work
safely at any heights.
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. With the FRSM-20K, you have all the equipment to keep working.
to TWO 48’ single mast set-ups. The wall is higher than 45 feet?
for projects up to 100’ high. All you require is a few anchoring
rs.

ANION

portable hoist lets you lift
masts with its 180o pivot
minimal handling. Quickly
ht place, at the right time!
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LOAD IT & GO!
Here is another way to save on freight
and labor costs on jobsite. Your 126’ x 45’
FRSM-20K freestanding set-up can be loaded
on a single drop-deck trailer. NO EXTRA SEMI!
With the increase of the fuel cost, this is
a feature that no one should ignore.

W

ith its payload capacity of 20,000 lbs
(10,000 lbs per mast), the FRSM-20K
easily supports bricks, blocks, mortar
pans, and any tools. This eliminates the need
for extra laborers to feed the masons with
material, while at the same time keeping the
workspace free and clear. Whether it is for new
construction or façade renovation, it represents
the perfect solution to vertical access.
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Fraco’s FRSM-20K mast climbing work platform
combines safety, sturdiness and capacity
for medium to large-size projects. It offers
multiple and adjustable work areas and also
provide a safe and harmonious work
environment for labors and bricklayers.
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